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H.E. Ismail Omar Gelle, President of the Republic of Djibouti 

H.E. Catherine Ashton, High Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs 

and Security Policy and Vice-President of the European Commission, 

Excellencies and Distinguished participants, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

We have now come to the end of the conference, and I would like to thank you all for 

your active participation in this important conference.  

Today was a historic day for Somalia and your presence and participation at this critical 

event demonstrates your commitment to help Somalia. I am honoured to be co-hosting 

this conference with the European Union.  

On behalf of the Federal Government and the people of Somalia, allow me to express my 

votes of gratitude and appreciation to the European Union for its relentless efforts, 

dedication and leadership in assisting Somalia on our path towards peace and stability. 

You have been our strong partners for many years and we are truly indebted in this 

regard. The same is true for the rest of our regional and International partners on the 

similar undertakings made in the past, and by far company in demonstrating sense of 

solidarity at this critical juncture. Important to note that it is quite demanding, timely 

and comes in the hour of need. 

Let me start with an undeniable truth that is worthy noting and no doubt calls for sense 

of reflections. A remarkable transformation is being achieved in Somalia. As the world 

recognizes, we have the greatest opportunity but not without potentials in a generation 

to reinvest on a sustainable peace and development. Now we need to capitalize on this 

opportunity and redouble our efforts to meet our people’s aspirations for a better future. 

A future that is in demand and deservingly to be met, but goes not without saying a tall 

order. A future feeding into our common interest and commitment to reversing ills and 

negative connotations whether credible or otherwise linked to Somalia.  

However, we are here today to express our joint and mutually binding commitments to a 

deal, not just a deal this time round, rather a new deal for Somalia. It mutual 

commitment to be met by all of us, and only then would it materializes by allowing 

Somalia to play its constructive role in the nations of the world. 

In a nutshell the COMPACT that we agreed today in this conference highlights our 

priority areas that need your urgent attention and unwavering supportive envelopes. 

Future and its reliability is not just quantitative rather qualitative factors to determine 

more in understanding whether it is feasible to bank trust and resources as such. We 

may not be where we wish to be but we have unshakable convictions and commitment 

to present a different image of Somalia. One worthy reinvesting, but again adapting into 

the rule of the game and respecting procedural norms in tandem with universally 

acceptable practices.  

In this regard, I wish to state that Somalia of today needs bold and courageous steps 

from our international partners including a shift from the past culture to construct 

irreversible gains on all fronts. It is our believe that such pathways remain a role model 

on the way-forward. 
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Finally, I wish to state Somalia has genuine international partners that took bold and 

courage decisions not only for attending this conference but rather showing its 

generosity to assist Somalia. I hope that you will stay on course during the follow up and 

the implementation processes to ensure that all your support is achieved our common 

interests.  

Thank you 


